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The Native Orchid Society of South Australia meets every
4th Tuesday of the months February -November

NEXT MEETING  27 APRIL 2010
Tuesday, 27 April, St Matthew's Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington.  Meeting starts at 8:00 
p.m.   Doors to the hall will be open from 7:15 p.m. to allow Members access to the 
Library and trading table.   
The speaker will be John Bartram who will lead a planning session.
 

DIARY DATES 

Sun April 18th Eriochilus sp. Bridgewater 10am
Friday May 7th ANNUAL DINNER at the Buckingham Arms 
Sunday May 30th Mt Billy CP 

NEXT COMMITTEE MEETING
Tues, 4th May at the home of Bodo Jensen.  Meeting commences at 7:30 p.m.



MARCH MEETING
Plants Benched
Epiphyte Species:  Dendrobium lithocola (nine plants benched); Den schneiderae; Dockrillia  
bowmanii; Doc. cucumerina;  Bulbophyllum exigium.
Epiphyte Hybrids:  Dockrillia Limestone (Doc. cucumerina 'Big Dill' x Doc. bowmanii 'Lemonade').

Terrestrial Species:  Eriochilus cucullatus; Genoplesium rufum.
Terrestrial Hybrids:  none benched

Judging Results  (and Popular Vote results)
Open div epiphyte species                                                                   Grower
1st  Dendrobium lithocola  #5                                                             Bodo Jensen
2nd  Dendrobium schneiderae                                                           Bodo Jensen
3rd  Dendrobium lithocola #9                                                            Bodo Jensen
There were no epiphyte hybrids in the open division

Second division Epiphyte species
1st  Dockrillia cucumerina                                                                 Bill Dear
2nd  Dockrillia bowmanii                                                                   Kris Kopicki
3rd  Bulbophyllum exigium                                                                 Kris Kopicki

Open division Hybrids                                                                      
1st  Dockrillia Limestone                                                                      M. & L. Guy
No 2nd  or 3rd 

Second division Epiphyte Hybrids
1st  Dockrillia Limestone                                                                    Bill Dear
No 2nd or 3rd

Open division Terrestrial species
1st  Genoplesium rufum.                                                                       Les Nesbitt
2nd  Eriochilus cucullatus                                                                   Les Nesbitt 

There were no terrestrial hybrids in the Open Division

There were no terrestrial species or hybrids in 2nd Division

Popular vote results epiphyte species Open Division
Dendrobium lithocola #5                                                                      Bodo Jensen

There were no epiphyte hybrids in the Open Division

Plant of the night
Dendrobium lithocola                                                                            Bodo Jensen

Commentaries on terrestrials given by Les Burgess & epiphytes by Noel Oliver

March Speaker
Les Nesbitt gave a talk with a powerpoint presentation on “Orchids of the Adelaide Hills”.  The talk 
was centered on the Bridgewater property that Les acquired some years ago that incorporates about 
50  acres  of  natural  bushland.   Here  Les  grows  terrestrial  orchids  both  in  the  shadehouse  with 
immaculate rows of pots of orchids and in situ in an annually slashed area adjacent.  Some 18 
species grow naturally on the block.  Les has attempted to introduce another 20 local species with 
some success by direct seeding or planting out from cultures or from rescued tuber stocks.  A very 
eye opening talk showing what can be done with determination and effort.
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IF A RED DOT APPEARS ON YOUR JOURNAL IT INDICATES THAT 
YOU HAVE NEGLECTED TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AND THE 
MAY JOURNAL WILL BE YOUR LAST.- As a list was misplaced last month there 
is a month's reprieve. ED.

New Members
There has been number of new members in the last 12 months and a few past members have 
rejoined  after  some  years  absence.   My apologies  for  not  having  acknowledged  them. 
Welcome from members and Committee to Steve Howlett who joined recently.

NOSSA THREE YEAR PLAN

The NOSSA Management Committee is concerned that in some areas, NOSSA may not be 
achieving what it could achieve.  For example, are we providing enough support and 
encouragement for growers, particularly new growers?  Are our efforts to preserve native 
orchids in their habitat  successful?  Are all members aware of what the various interest 
groups within NOSSA are doing?
To try to resolve some of these issues, the Committee has developed a plan to which it hopes 
will help better achieve our objectives as set out in the constitution, viz:

To promote and engage in activities for the promotion and furtherance of:
(a) the culture, propagation, conservation, knowledge and scientific study of the 

native orchids of Southern Australia and the Australian region;
(b) the preservation of orchids as a species and their preservation within their native 

habitat.

The plan is attached for members to consider.  At the April meeting, members will be invited 
to give their comments to further refine and hopefully endorse the plan.

Please read the attached Three Year Plan and be encouraged to add your views at the April 
meeting.

John Bartram
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION - NOSSA NEWS

JUDGES MEETING
The next NOSSA judges meeting will be on Saturday 8th May commencing at 9.30 
am at 18 Cambridge St, Vale Park.  (One week late due to APS plant sale on 
1st Sat)

ANNUAL  DINNER  will  be  at  the  Buckingham  Arms  Friday  May  7th 

6:30pm for 7:00.                 Cost [Smorgasboard] $29  adult or $26  senior.
Please let the Treasurer know at the next meeting if wishing to attend or Telephone 
8344 2124 or 0419 189 118



Annual Point Scores 2009 Les Nesbitt

At monthly meetings, 3 points were given for a first place, 2 for second and 1 for third 
place on the judges results.  A maximum of 60 points can be awarded in each category.

Open terrestrial species L. Nesbitt 30
M. Guy 17

Open terrestrial hybrids L. Nesbitt 15
M. Guy   6
L. Burgess   6

Open epiphyte species B. Jensen 23
S. Howard   6

Open epiphyte hybrids J. Gay 18
M.Guy   6

2nd Div terrestrial species J.Adams 10
W. Dear   8

2nd Div terrestrial hybrids J.Adams   5
K. Kopicki   5

2nd Div epiphytic species K.Kopicki 18
J. Adams   3

2nd Div epiphytic hybrids J.Adams   9
R.Haese   7

IN APPRECIATION

The out-going Secretary would like to express her appreciation to all those who have been 
involved in the smooth running of the Society and making it the success it is.  Especially I 
would like to mention:
Faye Eaton for convening the Christmas raffle
Judy Penney and her helpers for running the Trading table
Jane Higgs for running the Tuber bank
Libby & John Bartram, Faye & John Eaton for supper convening
Rosalie Lawrence for organising the Mt. Lofty Botanic Gardens walks
Shirley & Wally Walloscheck for their hospitality for the Christmas BBQ
Bob Bates for Field trip coordination
Bodo & Barbra for hosting the Committee meetings
Bill Dear for managing the Library
Thelma Bridle for ongoing Conservation representation
The Judging panel working each month
Members who bring in plants for all of us to appreciate
All the individuals who assist with running the raffle
All those who assist with the set-up of the hall
All those who make the Annual Auction possible
All those who make the Annual Show a success
and more. 
This list is not comprehensive.  If you have been a contributor in any way, THANKYOU.

Cathy Houston
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Field trip Schedule for 2010

May 30th  Mt Billy CP meet Myponga Shops at 10am

June 23rd Morialta morning walk midweek, meet at main car-park  9.30

July two  days  in  The  Marshes  on  survey  for  Forestry  SA,  dates  to  be  announced, 
accommodation provided.

July 25th mid week helmet orchid walk Porters Scrub. Meet Lobethal PO 10am and bring 
umbrella

August 7th annual greenhood walk in Scott Creek CP

August 11th  mid week survey of helmet orchids in Newland Head

September 5th Fathers day,  morning  walk looking at  white  spider  orchids,  meet  Kuitpo 
Forest

September 11th Blacks heritage walk if available

October 9th near Myponga, details to be announced

October 23rd Christmas Tree Hill, whole day, sun orchids and donkeys

November 6th Chookarloo and Blackfellow Creek for Cinnamon Bells

Dec 12th Orthoceras at Scott Creek

January 2011, (date later) for Dipodium walk at Nurrutti 

February Spiranthes special near Tooperang

Ring Cathy Houston or Rob Bates for further information

Name Badges
New members who have joined in the last 12 months and have not yet received a name 
badge to use at meetings or on field trips, please send an email to John Bartram at 
barjd@adam.com.au. and giving contact details if you are unable to attend a meeting to 
collect the badge. 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Again I can look back on a very successful year.

The Society took part in many public events to keep our public profile alive.  We had a 
display at the ABC garden show early in 2009, at the Australian Plant Society’s spring 
show and  at  their  autumn-show we  had  a  display  and  also  plant  sale.  -  The  public’s 
response was enthusiastic.  We signed up some new members and some old ones too.
The main event, though, is our own September spring show.  The displays for judging were 
as good as ever, the sales tables were full to the brim and almost everything was sold at the 
end of the first day!  The Society made a handsome profit. – Thank you to all the members 
who give of their free time to make this a very successful weekend.

Our society was involved in a number of studies and surveys in the field.
Many thanks to all those members who participated and wrote lengthy study reports!

The Society’s Environmental Officer, Thelma Bridle, was busy fighting on many fronts on 
our behalf to protect  native orchids and their environment.  – Bob Bates, the Field Trip 
coordinator, organised many interesting outings, which were very well attended. – Many 
thanks also has to go to Rosalie Lawrence for organising two public tours/family days to 
the Mount Lofty Botanic Gardens.  This was to make the public aware of the native orchids 
growing in our botanic gardens.  Both these days were very well attended.
Thanks  to  Reg  Shooter  for  all  the  quality  guest-speakers  he  organised,  and  to  all  the 
growers who brought in such good plants every month and kept our judges busy, also to 
Jane Higgs, our tuber-bank coordinator.

The annual dinner at The Buckingham Arms was well attended and very enjoyable.
The Christmas-BBQ at Shirley and Wally Walloscheck was also well attended (this time, 
for once, it was  not an extremely hot day!)  Plenty of food and drink as usual, and good 
company made it a very pleasant day indeed.  A heartfelt thank-you for their hospitality 
over the years!

The November meeting, with its auction must be one of the highlights of the year.  Many 
members brought plants, books and odds and ends to be auctioned for the benefit of the 
Society.  Hundreds of dollars were raised.  Many thanks to all participants! – The supper 
afterwards was as good as ever, so, many thanks go to these fine cooks.

To all those hard-working members I have not yet mentioned, like the editor of our journal, 
the  mailing-officer,  trading-table  coordinators,  raffle-ticket  sellers,  sound-system 
technicians, librarian, computer-experts, and the members who always set up the hall and 
tidies it up afterwards, a big Thank-You!

Last but not least many thanks to the tireless members of the committee, who are a very 
dedicated bunch of people, giving generously of their time to the Society.  A very special 
thank you to Cathy Houston, who, having been our Secretary for fourteen years, put down 
her secretarial pen and took on the duties of Vice-President.
To the incoming committee: best of luck!

Bodo Jensen
President.
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NOSSA Conservation Projects in 2009/10
By R. Bates and C. Houston

Example of a group of NOSSA volunteers working far afield, this time surveying orchids 
for Forestry SA near Mount Gambier

Few people realise how much work NOSSA members put into conservation of orchids in 
South Australia each year.

There may only be a small band of a dozen regular helpers but some put in over 500 hours 
of work each year. 

In 2009 NOSSA assisted the threatened species officer of the Department for Environment 
and Heritage (DEH), Joe Quarmby by assisting during no less than twenty survey days, 
helping to locate, identify and list threats to endangered orchids. 

Similarly,  seven  days  were  spent  assisting  the  Threatened  Orchid  Project  Officer  of 
Northern-Yorke DEH, Mick Higgins with work on orchids of the Flinders Ranges and 
Yorke  Peninsula.   This  work  included  activities  such  as  weed  control,  monitoring, 
protecting and surveying.

In addition we helped Sharon Gillam with her work on West Region (Eyre Peninsula) 
Flora ratings especially the orchids; another two days work.

NOSSA members (nine) helped Forestry SA, through their environmental officer Jackie 
Crampton, with a week surveying the huge Wirrabara Forest Reserves (southern Flinders) 
in September.  There may have been only a short report in the Journal but one of us spent 
another  seven days  writing  up a  detailed  report  with  hundreds  of  images,  ratings  and 
mapping for all orchids and suggested management plans for best conservation of these 
orchids.  This DVD is available free from NOSSA.

In late October a different group of members (seven) surveyed the firebreaks of Forestry 
SA reserves  around Mount  Burr  in  the  SE region.   We located  and photographed  all 
species of orchid and wrote up reports, mapped all species and suggested best management 
practices for FSA to follow.  Another three days work in surveys and several more days 
with several members involved in writing reports and doing mapping. 
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In addition NOSSA surveyed Arbury Park Outdoor Ed. School at Bridgewater, not just for 
orchids but for all plant species.  In total 15 days were spent over 12 months and another 
two days writing up the detailed report which is available from NOSSA on CD for $5.
This work was done for free and we liaised with staff and gave best management plans.

Some NOSSA members assisted in another orchid survey undertaken in conjunction with a 
private environmental company.

Many NOSSA members are also members of Friends groups ie Friends of Scott Creek, 
Friends of Belair, Friends of Millbrook [Reservoir] and put in hundreds of hours weeding, 
collecting data and surveying.  We also did the most comprehensive plant survey yet done 
on Porters Scrub CP near Lobethal.  A copy of this is available from the NOSSA Library 
or on CD from NOSSA for $5.

So there we are helping no less than three Government Departments and various other 
corporations manage orchids on their properties.

We also work together with other like-minded organisations, such as the Threatened Plant 
Action Group (TPAG) to improve habitat where threatened orchids are found.  One unique 
area where many hours are put in each year is at the Grange Golf Course and several 
kilometres of bush are very much improved through years of work in the Belair National 
Park.

In addition to hands on work such as fencing bush with rare orchids and weeding wherever 
we go NOSSA help to educate the general public about orchids and their plight in a greedy 
world  suffering  from  over  clearing,  man  induced  climate  change,  weed  infestations, 
changed fire and water regimes.  We attend shows, plant sales and garden events providing 
advice to land holders.  Members lead orchid/native flora walks annually with locals in the 
country and at Mt Lofty Botanic Gardens.

NOSSA have produced DVD’s treating all  South Australian Native Orchids as well as 
those of WA.  These make the general public aware of what we must look after. [Closer to 
home, one member’s poster of Fifty Orchids within 100km of Adelaide, is complimentary 
to our DVD.]  Articles written or inspired by NOSSA members appear in no less than a 
dozen journals and newspapers each year. 

Other NOSSA members deal with seed flasking of rare orchid species for putting back in 
the bush.  NOSSA members even volunteered to collect orchid seed for long term storage 
at Kew through Adelaide’s Sacred Seed Bank.  This has not happened yet.

NOSSA conservation officers write many letters lobbying politicians, councils and the like 
re orchid conservation.  We also apply for grants to do weed control.  We recently received 
over $8 000 to employ a weed specialist to remove topped lavender from Sevenhill reserve 
near  Clare.   This  will  improve  the  situation  for  the  endangered  white  spider  orchid 
Arachnorchis argocalla. 

Several NOSSA members estimate that they have spent about a hundred days each in the 
last year working on conservation of SA orchids.  They would like to be growers too but 
have not the time; the money spent on conservation efforts does not allow money to be 
spent on growing orchids.

Wherever  we go NOSSA conservation  officers,  pollinate  orchid  flowers  in  non viable 
populations and fight for the rights of native orchids.
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The Hybrid Swarm         Kris Kopicki

Have you ever wondered why our species are being overrun by hybrids in orchid shows 
and displays?  The reasons seem to be as complicated as the mind of the orchid grower. 
Diversity,  hardiness, quality of flowers, disease resistance and market demands are just 
some of the reasons you might find cited.

If you pay careful attention to the parent’s used in many hybrids, you’ll see some very 
familiar names.  One of the most notable parents is Sarcochilus hartmannii, which finds its 
way into so many of our Sarcochilus hybrids.  Sarcochilus hartmannii has some dominant 
characteristics that its siblings usually adopt to varying degrees, such as flower shape, leaf 
shape and overall growth habits.  When the plants are not in flower, it’s often very difficult 
to  tell  them apart.  Some of  them are  so  hard  to  tell  apart  that  if  labels  are  lost,  it’s 
impossible to be sure of the original parentage.  

Hybrid development is still relatively new in Australian native orchids.  Next time you’re 
at your local Bunnings, have a look at the Cymbidiums and Phalenopsis.  It will become 
apparent quickly that the main difference between them is the flower colour.  It’s as if the 
hybrids  stabilise  on  a  form  that  people  find  desirable.   If  you’re  not  familiar  with 
Phalenopsis species, I’d urge you to take a look.  You’ll find that some of them are not 
even recognisable as the Phalenopsis you know.  

Now you might be thinking I seem a bit down on the idea of the hybrid swarm, and you’d 
be right.   One of the things  that  has  always  fascinated  me about  orchids is  the shear 
diversity of shapes, colours and growth habits.  But perhaps even more interesting is that 
they were created by the environments grow in.  In the world of the hybrid swarm, much 
of this diversity is lost.  There’s a lot of irony in the fact that the diversity hybrid breeders 
strive for ultimately seems to have faded away.  It will be interesting to see if the same 
trends develop our native hybrids.  Certainly Sarcochilus hybrids are well on their way to 
joining the ranks of Cymbidiums and Phalenopsis.  

So should we bin our hybrids and just grow species?  Absolutely not, some of the reasons 
given for hybrids make perfect sense.  They are often an excellent way to get started on a 
new genus where the species can be fussy about their cultivation requirements.  The trend 
towards hybrids in cultivation is a worrying one for our native species orchids though. 
Cultivation is generally not considered a form of conservation, but it is a good backup 
should their bush dwelling counterparts find themselves in a precarious position.  Reading 
through the literature  on our native orchids  reveals  just  how many are  already in  this 
position.  Diuris fragrantissima for example may not have been with us today if not for 
plants in cultivation.  

One  of  the  big  problems  maintaining  species  in  cultivation  is  the  limited  gene  pool 
available  to  produce progeny.   You might  think crossing different  forms seems like a 
logical solution to the problem, but consider this.  The various forms that make up the 
Dendrobium speciosum group were once all labelled under the same name.  This is the 
case for many of our local terrestrial species too.  So crossing forms can easily lead to 
unintentional hybrids.  

Should we even care?  After all beauty is in the eye of the beholder right?  For me, man-‐
made hybrids are as artificial as the world we have created for ourselves.  Beauty is in 
intricacies of nature, not how big or colourful a flower may be.  So next time you are at 
your local orchid nursery, spare a thought for our native species, they are all beautiful in 
their own way.    
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Baring  heavenly  gifts:   REDISCOVERY  Finding  a  plant  that  was  thought  to  have 
disappeared off the botanical radar is heady stuff. Denise Gadd reports:

Christmas came early for orchid enthusiasts Hans and Christa Korth when, in September,  they 
rediscovered a rare native orchid in the greater Geelong region.  The unearthing of pretty dwarf 
spider orchids is historic in botanical terms: they haven't been seen in the area since the 1920s. 
While it doesn't quite equate with the dramatic discovery by David Noble in 1994 of a stand of 
mature Wollemi pines, thought to be extinct, while he was abseiling in the Blue Mountains, the 
horticultural world is abuzz with the rediscovery of the two reclusive orchids.
The Korths were wandering around the bush in a Parks Victoria reserve when they came across the 
delicate plants -one starting to open, the other still in bud - and realised they had stumbled across 
something special.  They took photos and combed through reference books but couldn't identify the 
species,  so they contacted the Department  of  Sustainability and Environment,  which identified 
them as Caladenia pumila, last seen in that area more than 80 years ago.
Andrew  Pritchard,  team  leader  of  DSE's  biodiversity  services  in  Warrnambool,  says  it's  a 
horticultural coup for the botanic world. "The last time one was spotted was in that area and we 
have searched periodically but found nothing.  We " went back again this year and still didn't find 
anything until [the find in] September," he says.
Seeds have been collected for propagation both in the orchid laboratory at Melbourne's  Royal 
Botanic Gardens and the DSE's laboratory at Horsham.
Terrestrial or ground-dwelling orchids stand 125-150 millimetres.  The flowers have a spider-like 
appearance and are white with pink flecks, like their larger counterparts, they come into their own 
when in flower.  "They leaf for a period, then put out a flower stalk which opens and in six weeks 
it's all done," he says.  While each flower produces up to 7000 seeds, they are like dust particles so 
the reproduction rate is only 0.4 per cent.   "The normal process is that the orchid flowers get 
pollinated  by  a  wasp  or  native  bee,  the  seed  capsule  splits,  it's  then  distributed  around  the 
environment and the seeds have to land somewhere where there is fungus in the soil, which helps 
the seed to break its dormancy," Pritchard says.  "The problem is the fungus is not active until 
autumn rain, so the seeds have to sit in the ground for six months without a hard seed coat and 
that's when we step in."
With 80 of Victoria's orchid taxa under threat, DSE has an intensive recovery program to protect 
them from extinction, especially the dwarf spider species.  Pritchard says that over the past four 
years  1000 orchids have been reintroduced into their  natural  habitats.   "This one will  join the 
recovery program and eventually we will put more plants into that area to supplement the existing 
population."
Seeds will also be housed in the Victorian Conservation Seed Bank and the Millennium Seed Bank 
at  the  Kew  Royal  Botanic  Gardens  in  London  to  ensure  their  survival.   Pritchard  says  that 
originally, "maybe in 1770", there would have been a flourishing 
population of spider orchids but habitat changes have affected 
the natural  biodiversity of the area, causing a threat  to native 
flora.
"We are hoping that  it  may be growing elsewhere and we've 
done a lot of intense searching since these two popped up, but 
nothing."
The  exact  location  of  the  dwarf  spider  orchids  is  a  closely 
guarded secret.  "We don't want hordes of people going in there 
and trampling around them; we humans are a destructive lot," 
Pritchard says.  "All we need to know is that they exist.  The 
saying 'all you leave behind is your footprint' is true."
Meanwhile,  three new stands of a rare native bush have been 
found in the Wombat State Forest.  Only one infertile plant of 
the Wombat Leafless  Bossiaea (Bossiaea vombata), a member 
of the pea family, previously found in 1995, was known to exist.

[Newspaper unknown - Ed.]
The dwarf spider orchid Caladenia pumila . Picture: DSE
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Dendrobium lithocola

Dockrillia Limestone

Bulbophyllum exiguum

Dendrobium schneiderae

Dockrillia cucumerina
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Genoplesium rufum

Sarcochilus Velvet 'Chocolate'

Photo. Kris Kopicki

Benched February Meeting

Eriochilus cucullatus
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